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Inter-trade union of Niger, Niger pledges

Seven (7) days of intensive activism against child labour
INTER-TRADE UNION OF NIGER, NIGER

Seven (7) days of intensive activism against child labour

Name:
Seven (7) days of intensive activism against child labour

Description:
This involves mobilizing trade union stakeholders to carry out an awareness-raising campaign, lobbying and challenging the government to take further action to eliminate child labour in Niger. This campaign will be synchronized and will take place in all 8 regions of the country.

Implementation plan:
We will fulfil our pledge by organizing and involving our regional teams already set up in April 2021 as part of a large national network to fight forced labour and child labour. To do this, financing for activities is required.

Impact:
Our previous actions have significantly reduced the phenomenon by leading the government to legislate on the issue. Our pledge is consistent with the government's policies and strategies and will contribute to their implementation by reaching all stakeholders.
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